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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a cultural semantic analysis of the Japanese emotion
terms ‘haji’ and ‘hazukashii’, made using the methodology of the Natural
Semantic Metalanguage (NSM). The paper has three aims: (i) to pinpoint
the conceptions of ‘haji’ and ‘hazukashii’ as emotion terms in Japanese
language and culture; (ii) to highlight the differences in meaning with their
typical English translations ‘shame’ and ‘embarrassing’, and show that ‘haji’
and ‘hazukashii’ reflect two different, culture-specific emotion conceptions;
(iii) to emphasise the suitability of NSM for cross-cultural comparisons of
emotion terms in different languages and, in turn, for cross-cultural training.
The examples adduced are taken from various sources, including a Japanese
dictionary, the Kotonoha corpus of Japanese language and Japanese novels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For researchers interested in investigating the relationship between
language and culture, the study of emotion terms presents, in my view, both
opportunities and challenges. By studying emotion terms, a researcher has
the opportunity to lay bare the cultural assumptions underlying emotional
expression in a particular society and highlight the differences with other
societies. Once the differences are identified, the challenge lies, as I see it, in
describing them in terms which are both recognisable as indigenous by the
speakers of the investigated languages and understandable by people outside
the specific linguaculture being studied. Regrettably, it is often the case in
discussions on emotions that English emotion terms are used on the mistaken
assumption that they are cross-culturally applicable.
In order to compare how speakers of different languages conceive emotions,
it is necessary to compare the meanings of the words they use to express what
they feel. Very often, differences in the meaning of apparently similar emotion
terms reflect culturally and even socially specific emotion conceptions, as
well as differences in the cultural salience of a given feeling. One such case
is that of the Japanese emotion terms ‘haji’ (恥) and ‘hazukashii’ (恥ずかし
い), the objects of the present study. This paper shows that these words denote
two different feelings which are salient to Japanese speakers and in Japanese
society, and that their meanings differ with respect to the cognitive scenario
associated with each feeling. Using the methodology of the Natural Semantic
Metalanguage (henceforth NSM, introduced in Section 3), the differences in
meaning between these words can be captured clearly using single semantic
components phrased in simple and cross-translatable words.
At the same time, this paper highlights the differences in meaning and
cultural salience between these two Japanese words and their typical English
translations, ‘shame’ and ‘embarrassing’. As will be illustrated in Sections 4
and 5, ‘haji’ is usually rendered as ‘shame’ (or ‘ashamed’) and ‘hazukashii’ as
‘embarrassing’. For the purpose of encouraging greater accuracy in translation,
I will show that ‘haji’ and ‘hazukashii’ are different in meaning from ‘shame’
and ‘embarrassing’ and that they reflect emotion conceptions specific to
Japanese language and cultural contexts.
Another point I will make is that emotion terms in English cannot be used as
culturally neutral conceptual reference points to describe feelings as conceived
in languages other than English. The approach taken to the present analysis
draws on Wierzbicka’s (2006; 2014) ideas that English words—including
English emotion terms—reflect the views of a specific linguacultural world
(which Wierzbicka generalises as “Anglo culture”)1 and therefore cannot be
used as a culturally neutral means of translating elements of other cultural
worlds. Wierzbicka contends that a truly non-ethnocentric analysis phrased
in culturally neutral terms is possible if a suitable methodology is adopted.
This perspective informs the basis of NSM, the methodology employed in
the present study. Crucially, the aim of this study is not to understand the
Japanese conception of ‘shame’ and ‘embarrassing’ as intended in English,
1 The term “Anglo culture” (Wierzbicka 2006, 6) refers to the cultural core shared by all speakers of English as
a first language (UK, USA, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Canada), belonging to Kachru’s (1985) ‘inner circle’.
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but the Japanese conception of ‘haji’ and ‘hazukashii’, which are semantically
different terms that, I argue, cannot be accurately translated in English as
‘shame’ and ‘embarrassing’. Ultimately, this paper will show that NSM is an
optimal tool for elucidating and comparing the meanings of emotion terms in
different languages.
I will analyse a number of situations in different novels in original Japanese
and English translation in which people feel ‘haji’ or experience a ‘hazukashii’
feeling. Some other examples are taken from the Kotonoha corpus of Japanese
and from the Goo Jisho online dictionary of Japanese.

2. EMOTION CONCEPTIONS ACROSS LANGUAGES
In his study on amae (甘え; roughly, ‘emotional dependence’), Japanese
psychologist Takeo Doi (1974) discussed the differences in how Japanese and
English speakers express their emotions, putting particular emphasis on the
role of language. He pointed out that “the typical psychology of a given nation
can be learned only through familiarity with its native language” (1974, 15).
In other words, to understand how emotions are conceived and expressed in
a linguacultural world, one has to start from the words which people in that
world generally use to express what they feel.
Doi’s point relates to comparative studies conducted by various scholars
in psychology and linguistics which show that emotions are expressed and
conceived differently in different cultures, and that language is a determinant
factor in this. Lutz’s (1985) cross-cultural study on depression, for example,
highlighted a number of important differences between the English word
‘depression’ and the word ‘fago’, used by the Ifaluk people of Micronesia.
First of all, in the modern scientific frame the contemporary English word
‘depression’ tends to denote a bad feeling that may be caused by an abnormal
mental state. Typical characteristics of the ‘depressed’ person are self-reproach
and “the failure to engage in the pursuit of happiness or the love of self that is
considered to be the basic and normal goal of persons” (Lutz 1985, 70). For
the Ifaluk, the indigenous community that maintains its customary traditions
on the island of Yap in the Micronesian chain, the word ‘fago’ denotes a bad
feeling resulting from the loss of a relationship with someone, either because
this person has died or is away. The real concern in ‘fago’ is the impossibility
of replacing the lost relationship. Furthermore, despite denoting a bad feeling,
‘ fago’ is positively evaluated; in Lutz’s words, “to assert one’s fago is to implicitly
claim to be a good person” (1985, 85).
Another difference between these emotion terms concerns how the bad feeling
is overcome. In the world of modern industrialised medicine, the depressed
person may be helped by a therapist and, increasingly, prescription drugs, but
in the end it is expected that individuals develop the skills to overcome or cope
with the feeling by themselves. In the Ifaluk world, by contrast, people give
emotional advice to someone who has lost a loved person and encourage them
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to “stay around other people so as not to dwell on the loss” (Lutz 1985, 71).
Clearly, ‘fago’ is not the same as ‘depression’, and their contexts differ. In her
study, Lutz has stressed the difficulty of finding an exact equivalent in English
for ‘fago’; she glossed ‘fago’ as ‘compassion/love/sadness’, suggesting that the
term could be rendered in English as one of these three words depending on
the context. But she also specified that “this is not the hypo-emotion of ‘sadness’,
or the purely joyful ‘love’ of peers. It is ‘sad love’, ‘sadness for the other’” (1985,
85). As I will discuss in the next sections, it is more accurate to say that the
meaning of ‘fago’ contains semantic components which are also part of the
meaning of the English terms ‘sadness’, ‘love’ and ‘compassion’. However, the
Ifaluk term has its own discrete meaning relative to its community of users
and has no single equivalent word in English. Lutz concluded that ‘depression’
is not a universal feeling “because the conceptual equivalent to depression
does not exist” in all languages (1985, 85), even though apparently similar
emotional conceptions like ‘fago’ may be described in different languages.
Similarly, Ye’s (2014) study has emphasised the differences between the Chinese
‘xìngfù’ and its typical English translation, ‘happiness’. Ye has suggested that
the term ‘happiness’ denotes a good feeling related to some positive external
circumstances and to the possibility of doing certain things as one wishes. In
other words, one feels something good when good things are happening as
one wants, and when because of this one can do things as one wants.
The Chinese ‘xìngfù’, too, denotes a good feeling, but the cognitive scenario
associated with it is substantially different from that associated with ‘happiness’.
Essentially, ‘xìngfù’ expresses a good feeling originating from the “belief that
one is cared for and loved” (2014, 201). It has to do with one’s interpersonal
relationships in that it arises from the possibility of enjoying the company of
the people one loves, like family and partners. Ye explains that xìngfù also
derives from what the related people have done for the experiencer. In Ye’s
words, ‘xìngfù’ implies “certain expectations of what the other party does for
one. Only when those expectations are met can the experiencer be described
as truly being in the state of xìngfù” (2014, 203). According to Ye, “English
does not appear to have words matching xìngfù in meaning” (2014, 203).
The premise of these comparative studies of emotion terms and their English
translations is that a systematic semantic study of the words which speakers
of a given language use to express what they feel can be useful for multiple
purposes. First, they can elucidate the emotional conceptions of the speakers
of that language. Second, they highlight the salience of particular feelings
for these speakers. Third, they can be used to compare different emotional
conceptions, thereby highlighting the semantic differences between emotion
terms typically used as translations for one another.
One emotional sphere which lends itself well to this kind of contrastive
analysis is that of shame and embarrassment, especially if one wishes to
compare different linguistic conceptions of these two feelings derived from
Western and Eastern traditions. The Japanese cultural world is one in which
shame and embarrassment are considered as fundamental feelings, as various
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scholars have pointed out (Benedict 1946; De Mente 2004; Sakuta 1967). This
paper pinpoints the conception of the feelings denoted by the Japanese terms
‘haji’ and ‘hazukashii’, presenting two NSM-based semantic explications of
their meanings.

3. INTRODUCING NSM
NSM is a reduced language based on a set of sixty-five semantic primes
intended to represent the irreducible semantic core shared by all languages.
Despite having different realisations and different morpho-syntactic
properties in different languages, the primes appear to be lexicalised in all
sampled languages (see Wierzbicka 1996; Goddard 2008, 2011; Goddard and
Wierzbicka 1994, 2002, 2014). The lexical exponents of the primes represent
the mini-lexicon of NSM, which is presented in its English and Japanese
exponents in the Appendix.
NSM primes can be combined to form canonical syntactic constructions
which appear to be available in all sampled languages and represent, therefore,
a universal grammar. For example, the available evidence suggests that all
languages allow the canonical clauses ‘I feel something good’ and ‘someone
feels something bad’ (Wierzbicka 1999; Goddard and Wierzbicka 2014).
The mini-language and syntax of NSM are used to formulate semantic
explications for the meaning of words. NSM explications can consist of one
or more lines, with single lines being referred to as ‘semantic components’.
Despite being very limited in vocabulary and grammar, NSM explications
offer four main advantages over dictionary definitions and other methods of
semantic analysis. First, being phrased only in simple terms, they are intuitively
clear. Second, they exclude the risk of circularity.2 Third, because the terms are
available in all languages, the explications are directly cross-translatable and
hence free from any terminological ethnocentrism. Fourth, the possibility of
reading an explication in one’s native language fosters an insider’s perspective,
which can be particularly useful for cross-cultural training.
This methodology has proven particularly suitable for analysing the
relationship between the meaning of words, including emotion terms, and the
cultural reality in which they are embedded. NSM-based studies on emotion
terms have highlighted fundamental differences in emotion conceptions
across linguacultures which had not been identified in previous non-NSMbased studies of the same phenomena (Asano-Cavanagh 2002, 2014; Goddard
and Ye 2014; Hasada 2003, 2006; Wierzbicka 1999; Ye 2006).
In this paper, two semantic explications are proposed: one for ‘haji’ and one
for ‘hazukashii’. I contend that the explications capture not only the meaning,
but also the cultural aspects of these terms.
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4. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF HAJI
In this section, the key components of the meaning of haji are discussed. They
have been identified by analysing expressions and collocations in which this
emotion term occurs, as well as various situations in novels in which different
characters experience this feeling.

4.1 The Fear That People Can Know Some Personal Bad Things
The range of expressions and collocations in which haji occurs suggests
that a fundamental component of its meaning is, in NSM terms, “someone
feels something bad because this someone thinks like this: ‘people can know
something very bad about me’”.
The collocation ‘haji o kaku’ (恥をかく), for example, expresses the idea of
‘being humiliated’:3
1) 公衆の面前で恥をかかされる [to be humiliated in public]
(Goo Jisho, n.d.[a])

The use of “public” in this sample phrase suggests that humiliation implies
that people have come to know some bad things about someone. Similarly, the
expressions ‘hajisarashi’ (恥さらし) and ‘uchi no haji o soto ni sarasu’ (内の恥
を外にさらす), which literally mean ‘to expose one’s haji to other people’, also
suggest a bad feeling associated with the fear that some personal bad things
can be publicly known.
There are various bad things about a person which can attract people’s criticism
and cause feelings of haji. Novels have proven to be a useful source of data, as
different situations are portrayed in different stories. Two modern novels, in
particular, offer some excellent examples: one is Yama no oto [1954] by Nobel
Prize winner Yasunari Kawabata, and the other is Kinkakuji [1956] by Yukio
Mishima. The protagonists of each novel are very different from one another
in terms of age, social position and life experiences; therefore, the situations in
which each feels haji are different and offer fruitful comparisons.
In his masterpiece Yama no oto, Kawabata portrays different scenarios in which
the protagonist Shingō and other characters feel haji for different reasons. One
case is when Shingō’s daughter-in-law Kikuko talks about her birth, and reveals
that her mother had felt haji for having had a child at her age:
2) 菊子の生まれたのは、もういらないし、もう出来ないと、思いこんだ後
で、母もこの年でと恥、自分の体を呪ったほどで、堕胎をこころみたがし
くじった。

She had been born at a time when her mother no longer wanted children
or thought herself capable of having them. Indeed, her mother had felt rather
ashamed, at her age, and had considered abortion.4
37
3 Unless otherwise stated, English translations of examples presented in this paper are by the author.
4 All Japanese extracts from Yasunari Kawabata’s Yama no oto are taken from the 1957 edition. English
extracts are taken from the translation by Edward G. Seidensticker, titled The Sound of the Mountain (1970).
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Interestingly, the original Japanese text says that Kikuko tried to have an
abortion but failed, whereas the English translation only says that she
“considered” it. Because of this, the situation in Japanese reads as more extreme
than it does in English and reveals more information about the situation than
does the English translation.
Another case is when Shingō’s daughter Fusako and her husband divorce.
When Shingō asks Fusako if she wishes to attack her ex-husband for having
sent a divorce notice, she replies to him vehemently:
3) お父さまは、自分の娘を、なんだと思ってるの？いくじなし。自分の
をこんなめにあわせて、腹も立てられないんですか？お父さまが迎えに
行って、恥をさらして来るといいわ。

How do you feel about your daughter, Father? You coward. Seeing your
daughter into this, and not upset, not the least little bit. Swallow your pride
and go for him yourself.

Note that “pride” in the English translation is in fact “haji” in the original text,
occurring in the aforementioned collocation ‘haji o sarasu’. This example is
significant because the person experiencing haji is a member of a group (a
family) and the bad things about her affect the rest of the group, too. This is an
important component of the meaning of haji which will be further discussed
in Section 4.3.
Different situations are portrayed in Mishima’s novel Kinkakuji, in which the
author tells the story of a young priest who burnt down the famous Temple of
the Golden Pavilion in Kyoto in 1950. In one case, the protagonist’s feeling of
haji results from the fear that people can witness his disgrace:
4) 寝ても覚めても、私は有為子の死をねがった。私の恥の立会人が、消え
去ってくれることをねがった。証人さえいなかったら、地上から恥は根絶
されるだろう。他人はみんな証人だ。それなのに、他人がいなければ、恥
というものは生れて来ない。

Day and night I wished for Uiko’s death. I wished that the witness of my
disgrace would disappear. If only no witnesses remained, my disgrace would
be eradicated from the face of the earth. Other people are all witnesses. If no
other people existed, shame could never be born in the world.5

In another case, the protagonist feels haji for two different reasons: his
impotence and his deformity. Interestingly, he distinguishes different degrees
of haji, considering one worse than the other:
5) 彼女の体はまばゆいばかり美しかった。しかし俺は不能だったのであ
る。……俺は恥じていたが、内飜足であることの恥に比べれば、どんな
恥も言うに足りなかった。

She offered me her body, and I may say that it was a dazzlingly beautiful body.
But I was completely impotent when it came to the point. […] I was ashamed
38
5 All Japanese extracts from Yukio Mishima’s Kinkakuji are from the 1979 edition. The English extracts are
taken from the translation by Ivan Morris, titled The Temple of the Golden Pavilion (2001).
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at my impotence, but compared to my shame at having clubfeet, nothing
else was worth mentioning.

In the above extracts, the protagonists feel haji because of their personal failures
and shortcomings. Considering the protagonists’ quite strong reactions to the
feelings experienced (one tries to abort but fails, another one emphasises his
disgrace and even distinguishes between worse and less worse haji), it seems
plausible to hypothesise that they consider the personal things which they do
not want people to know as not just ‘bad’, but ‘very bad’.
Moreover, they seem to be even more scared of the consequences of public
disclosure—that is, people’s negative evaluation and retribution for their
actions—than the ‘very bad things’ themselves. In other words, they seem to
be very concerned about their public reputation and its associated impact on
their lives. Therefore, in generating an NSM explication of haji, it is necessary
to complement the thought ‘people can know some very bad things about
me’ with an additional component: ‘because of this, they can’t not think
something very bad about me’.
Evidently, haji is related to the key cultural concept of tatemae (建前), one’s
public behaviour, as opposed to the other key cultural concept of honne (本
音), one’s real intentions and feelings (Ikeno and Davies 2002). Considering
this apparently overwhelming concern for one’s public reputation, one could
assume that haji also plays a role in people’s behaviour, in that someone may
decide not to do something to avoid being discredited and feeling bad. This
cultural aspect of the meaning of haji is discussed in the next section.

4.2 Haji as Behavioural Restraint
As De Mente (2004) writes, “while Christians, Muslims and others relied more
on the threat of damnation and punishment by a vengeful god and powerful
clergy, … the Japanese resorted to shame as their primary psychological
sanction to keep people in line” (112). The behaviour of a person in Japan
is regulated by social mores developed over time in Japanese society and is
not evaluated solely or even primarily in terms of Western (and Christian)
ethical concepts of good and bad. Any behaviour which is not socially attuned
to these mores tends to be condemned by other people and become a source
of haji. In order to avoid experiencing this feeling, people may restrain their
behaviour.
This seems to be the assumption underlying the adjectives ‘muchi’ (無知; ‘with
no idea of haji’) and ‘hajishirazu’ (恥知らず; ‘someone who does not know
what haji is’), which are used to talk about someone who is not conscious (or
does not care) that their behaviour can attract people’s negative opinions. The
following examples from the Kotonoha corpus of Japanese (2009) containing
‘hajishirazu’ suggest that if one knew the feeling of haji, one would avoid
doing something:
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6) 天才を前にしてつたない英語で話すと、なんとまた恥知らずなことをし
たのであろう。

And things like speaking in such poor English in front of a genius, that was
probably another example of extremely hajishirazu behaviour.

7) 君の瞳の色が気になっただなんて口に出して言えるほど、僕は恥知らず
ではなかった。

I wasn’t hajishirazu enough to say that I was impressed with the colour of
your eyes.

In (6), the hajishirazu behaviour is the display of one’s incompetence or lack
of knowledge in front of a more expert person, whereas in (7) it is crossing the
boundary between the private (one’s thoughts) and the public (speech).
The apparent influence of haji on an individual’s behaviour has been mentioned
by Doi in relation to the sense of responsibility for public incidents in Japan.
Doi explains that when a public incident occurs it is often the case that all the
people connected to the incident resign, even if it is not actually their own
responsibility. He writes that “in such cases the sense of solidarity with the
group to which one belongs takes precedence over true responsibility” (1974,
56; see Gluck 2009 for a more detailed discussion of the concept of sekinin (責
任; ‘responsibility’) in Japanese culture). Significantly, Doi suggests that people
in Japan tend to resign because of their sense of haji and not because of a sense
of guilt, as could be the case in linguacultures rooted in monotheistic values.
In sum, the expressions and examples analysed so far give clues not only to
the meaning of haji as an emotion term, but also to its cultural salience. If
the hypothesis that haji can function as a behavioural restraint is seriously
considered, then it seems plausible to suggest that haji is a culturally salient
emotion in Japanese society (although not necessarily unique to it), and would
suggest the need for English translations that reflected this.

4.3 The Relation to the Group
The other important component of the meaning of haji emerging from the
extracts is the transmission of the bad feeling experienced by an individual to
the group of people to which the individual belongs.
In example (3), presented in Section 4.1, Fusako’s divorce affects the whole
family. Fusako herself argues with her father and insists that he do something
to save her from disgrace. Likewise, in another novel by Yukio Mishima, Haru
no yuki [1971], Marquis Matsugae feels haji for the humble origins of his
family. He wants to save his son Kiyoaki from experiencing the same feeling,
so he sends him to the house of a nobleman to be educated:
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8) 武家でこそあれ、父侯爵が、幕末にはまだ卑しかった家柄を恥じて、嫡
子の清顕を、幼時、公卿の家へ預けたりしなかったら、おそらく清は、
そういう心柄の青年には育っていなかったろうと思われる。

It was an old samurai family, but Kiyoaki’s father, Marquis Matsugae,
embarrassed by the humble position his forebears had occupied as recently
as the end of the shogunate fifty years before, had sent the boy, still a very
small child, to be brought up in the household of a court nobleman.6

As well as revealing a socially specific cause for haji, this example suggests
that the feeling of haji can transcend generations, as it can be felt because of
some bad things done by members of one’s group in the past. The generational
transfer of haji is also inherent in the expression ‘shi ni haji’ (死に恥じ; lit.,
‘haji in death’). This phrase stresses the importance of having an opportunity
to redeem oneself from haji before death if at all possible, otherwise the
dishonour will be transmitted to one’s descendants.
The transmission of haji from one to all members of a group has been discussed
by Lebra in terms of ‘shame’. Lebra (2007) has pointed out that the collective
sharing of ‘shame’ is institutionalised in Japan and that all members of the
society are affected by it:
Shame feelings are not confined to the particular individual who has
committed a shameful action or who is the target of ridicule. His shame is
vicariously experienced by others who share the same status, because what
is shamed is not an individual but the status itself. Status is derived from two
sources, i.e, from membership in a group and from the state of belonging in
a social category. Shame is therefore shared by Ego either when the shamed
person is looked upon as a representative of the group of which Ego is a
member or when the shamed person belongs to the same social category as
Ego does.
(2007, 20)

Lebra’s point, in turn, is related to the more general cultural value of
‘membership in a group’, which is paramount in Japanese society. The
importance of shūdan ishiki (集団意識; ‘group consciousness’) has been
emphasised by Ikeno and Davies:
In Japanese society, people are primarily group-oriented and give more
priority to group harmony than to individuals. Most Japanese consider it an
important virtue to adhere to the values of the groups to which they belong.
[…] In Japan, group members create their own social codes of behaviour, and
group consciousness has become the foundation of Japanese society.
(2002, 195)

The authors’ point is an important one, as they explain that in Japan an
individual’s actions and occurrences not only affect themselves, but also have
implications for the whole group to which they belong. De Mente has pointed
out that a person committing a bad action is likely to be ostracised from the
group, and once this happens it can be very difficult to become part of new
41
6 The English version of this extract is taken from the translation by Michael Gallagher, titled Spring Snow
(2000).
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groups (2004, 112). This is exactly what happens to the protagonist of the novel
Colourless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage by Haruki Murakami
[2014]. Tsukuru is believed to have raped one of the girls in a group of which
he was once part, and for this he is excluded forever by his fellows. Entire
chapters of the novel are centred on Tsukuru’s depression and desire to die
after his exclusion (Murakami 2014).
The risk of being responsible for bringing haji upon the group due to one’s
actions, therefore, can be seen as another component of the thought provoking
the bad feeling. That is, someone feels something bad because they fear that
some other people will feel the same and that the consequences visited by the
group upon the individual will be painful. This component can be expressed
in NSM terms as ‘some people can feel something bad like I feel’. In the next
section, the proposed semantic explication for haji is presented in its entirety.

4.4 Semantic Explication of Haji
The following semantic explication captures the features of the meaning of
haji identified in the analysis:
someone X feels haji
someone X feels something bad,
because this someone X thinks like this:
“people can know something very bad about me
they can’t not think something very bad about me because of this
some people can feel something bad like I feel because of this
this is bad”

The first two components of this explication follow the template used for other
NSM explications of emotion terms (Wierzbicka 1999; Goddard and Ye 2014)
and capture the idea that haji is a bad feeling associated with a particular way of
thinking. The cognitive scenario contains a number of components, the most
important capturing the idea that one’s very bad behaviour (or occurrences
that one is associated with) can make some people—those belonging to one’s
group—feel haji. As a consequence, these people will then either seek to
distance themselves from the person or will suffer similar consequences. Not
only is this a crucial difference from the English ‘shame’, to be explicated in
Section 6, but it also captures the idea of haji as behavioural deterrent.

5. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF HAZUKASHII
In this section, the meaning of the emotion term ‘hazukashii’ is discussed. In
this case, too, the semantic components proposed are based on an analysis of
various situations and behaviours which are considered hazukashii, and of the
reactions of people experiencing this feeling.
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5.1 The Fear of People’s Bad Thinking
Like ‘haji’, the term ‘hazukashii’ denotes a bad feeling which someone
experiences in a given situation. There is evidence suggesting that, like ‘haji’,
‘hazukashii’ is used in relation to personal bad things which one does not want
other people to know or see. The following sample sentence from the Goo
Jisho online dictionary suggest that the subjects feel something bad because of
their personal weaknesses, and this state is described as ‘hazukashii’:
9) 字が下手で恥ずかしい。[That I’m not good at characters is hazukashii.]
(Goo Jisho, n.d.[b])

In Yama no oto, Shingō’s son Shūichi has a wife and a lover who are both
pregnant. When Shingō asks his daughter-in-law Kikuko if she knew about
the lover’s baby, she replies that she did not and that had she known it she
would not have talked about it because it would have been too hazukashii:
10)「先月だったね。子供の話しをしたのは……。あの時は、もうわかって
いたんだろう。」菊子は枕の上でかぶりを振った。「あの時は、わかり
ませんでしたわ。わかっていたら、子供のことなんか、恥ずかしくて言
えませんわ。」

“It was last month, wasn’t it, that we talked about a baby? I suppose you
already knew.” Kikuko shook her head. “No. If I had known, I would have
been too embarrassed to say anything.”

A similar situation is portrayed in the novel Kitchin [1988] by Banana
Yoshimoto. In the following extract, the protagonist Mikage thinks that to
have broken into tears in front of other people on a bus is hazukashii:
11) 自分の機能はこわれたかと思った。ものすごく酔っぱらっている時みた
いに、自分に関係ないところで、あれよあれよと涙がこぼれてくるの
だ。次に私は恥ずかしさで真っ赤になっていた。それは自分でもわかっ
た。あわてて私はバスを降りた。

Am I losing my mind? I wondered. It was like being falling-down drunk:
my body was independent of me. Before I knew it, tears were flooding out.
I felt myself turning bright red with embarrassment and got off the bus.7

In this case, the bad thing about the protagonist which she does not want other
people to notice is her incapability of controlling her feelings. It is significant
that Yoshimoto here highlights the physical symptoms (blushing) caused by
the feeling.
Different examples, however, illustrate that what generates the bad feeling is
not personal bad things which other people can know, but things done by
other people. In Kitchin, Mikage thinks that it is hazukashii that her friend
Hiiragi, a boy, is wearing a sailor suit, the school uniform worn by girls in
Japan:
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7 The English versions of all extracts from this novel are taken from the translation by Megan Backus, titled
Kitchen (1993).
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12) 待ち合わせたデパートの四階の喫茶店に、学校帰りの柊は、セーラー服
でやってきた。私は本当はとても恥ずかしかったが、彼があまり普通に
店に入ってきたので平静を装った。

Hiiragi and I had arranged to meet, after he got out of school, in a coffee
shop on the fourth floor of a department store. In he came, wearing a
sailor-style girl’s high school uniform, complete with middy blouse and
skirt. The truth is I was mortified, but he acted so natural that I managed
to feign calmness.

In another case, Mikage experiences a hazukashii feeling because she is
worried that her mother might have said something awkward about her to her
friend on the phone:
13) きっと、母親が何か言ったのだろう、と私は思って恥ずかしかった。
My mother must have said something to him. I was embarrassed.

There are even examples of situations considered as hazukashii which are not
negative at all, like being excessively praised in public. When Mikage and her
friend say out loud how delicious their food is in a shop, she is aware that the
staff must think their praise is hazukashii:
14) 「異様においしい。」私は言った。......「なー！」柊が言った。
「うん。おいし
い。生きててよかったと思うくらいおいしい。」私が言った。あんまりほめたの
で、店の人がカウンターの向こうで恥ずかしそうにするくらい、おいしかった。

“It’s amazing how good this is” [...] . “Isn’t it?” said Hiiragi. “Yes, it’s
delicious. So delicious it makes me grateful I’m alive,” I said. So delicious
I was moved to praise extravagant enough to make the counter person
blush.

As pointed out by De Mente, excessive public praise is very hazukashii for a
Japanese person, because it means to stand out from other people. He writes
that “singling individual Japanese out for special praise in front of their coworkers often results in envy and ill-will, damaging morale and efficiency”
(2004, 113).8
Another example of a non-negative situation causing a hazukashii feeling
is found in Yoshimoto’s autobiographical essay Jinsei no tabi o yuku (2006),
when the author and her friend put some chocolate in the letterbox of the boy
she liked on St. Valentine’s day:
15) 私が恥ずかしがっていたら、佐久間さんは「大丈夫だよ！名前も書いていない
もん！」と言って、彼の家のポストまでついてきてくれた。

I thought it was hazukashii, but Sakuma told me, “Don’t worry!
Your name’s not written on it!” and accompanied me to the letterbox of
his house.
44
8 On a related point, Ikeno and Davies (2002) have pointed out that in Japanese culture the idea of kenkyo (謙虚;
‘modesty’, ‘humility’) is valued.
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Considering all these extracts, it can be concluded that the bad feeling of
hazukashii is generated by the fear that people can think something bad about
a person doing something that is outside normative behaviour modalities—
in these cases, strange or immodest actions. This contrasts with haji, which
is generated by the fear that people can know some personal bad things. In
fact, in most of the examples of hazukashii examined above, there are no
personal bad things which people can know. Rather, the key element is that
the experiencer does not want to develop a reputation as someone who does
certain things, because they expect they will suffer negative consequences.
This thought can be captured with two semantic components: one, ‘if people
know this, they can think something bad about me’, and two, ‘I don’t want
this’. Significantly, the phrasing of the first component is different from the
phrasing of the explication for haji in that people’s negative judgement is taken
as a possibility (‘people can think’), not as the inevitable consequence of the
public disclosure of one’s bad things (‘people can’t not think’). Furthermore, the
component does not state that there is something ‘bad’ which people can know.
However, the two proposed components, ‘if people know this, they can
think something bad about me’ and ‘I don’t want this’, capture only part of
the cognitive scenario provoking the hazukashii feeling. There is another
component in the meaning of this term to be discussed in the next section.

5.2 Relation to the Social Evaluation of Behaviour
The fear of people’s negative judgement of oneself is also related to the fact
that in a society, there are both explicit and tacit rules of behaviour guided by
specific cultural values. The examples analysed so far suggest that a hazukashii
situation is always considered bad, even without being inherently negative (as
in the case of public praise), and is likely to attract criticism. More importantly,
the protagonists of the novels who find themselves in a hazukashii situation
seem to know well that such situations are not in line with the social and/or
ethical code and seem to agree with people’s bad thinking about them, or at
least understand what the consequences will be for their actions.
In (14), Mikage knows well that she should not have made such overt praise
of the food in front of the counter person, and so loudly. In another part of
the novel, she herself thinks that her friend Sōtarō’s speaking in a loud voice is
annoying and very hazukashii:
16) 「ええっ！うそだろう！っ」宗太郎は大声で言った。彼のこの陰気な素直さを私
は昔、本気で愛していたが、今はうるさいのですごく恥ずかしいだけだった。

“What?! Don’t lie to me!” Sōtarō said in a loud voice. In the old days I loved
him for his frankness, but right now it struck me as obnoxious, and I was
only mortified.

The fact that Mikage herself considers Sōtarō’s attitude as urusai (うるさい;
loud and annoying) suggests that she, too, thinks that to speak in a loud voice
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is bad, so she would not be surprised if people thought something bad about
her because of her friend. Arguably, the same applies to the other situations
which she considers hazukashii, for example her male friend wearing a
sailor suit.
If one also considers the behaviour of the people in the examples analysed,
this hypothesis becomes even more plausible. In (10), Kikuko explicitly says
that even if she had known about the lover’s baby before, she would not have
talked about it. In (11), Mikage gets off the bus so that people cannot see her
cry. The protagonists’ efforts to avoid people thinking something bad about
them due to the hazukashii situation they find themselves in suggest that they
are aware that such situations are considered bad by other people. Taking
these elements into account, another semantic component can be posited for
the cognitive scenario generating the bad feeling: ‘if I think about it, I can’t not
think the same’.
In this and in the previous section, I have discussed the key features of the
meaning of hazukashii; in the next subsection I will present the complete
semantic explication.

5.3 Semantic Explication of Hazukashii
Because hazukashii is syntactically an adjective, the explication has to be
related to a prototypical situation with which a particular way of thinking and
a bad feeling are associated. Essentially, the following explication portrays
the emotional reaction that someone can have thinking about a typically
hazukashii situation:
(e.g. that my results are bad is) hazukashii
when something like this happens to someone,
this someone can think about it like this:
“if people know this, they can think something bad about me
when I think about this, I can’t not think the same
I don’t want this”
when this someone thinks like this, this someone can feel something bad,
like people can feel at many times when they think like this about something

Both this explication and that proposed for haji try to pinpoint two different
emotion conceptions from the perspective of Japanese speakers. As will be
discussed in the next section, these conceptions are culturally specific and
differ from the feelings evoked in the English translations of these terms.
These examples illustrate that apparently similar emotion terms of different
languages can actually be semantically different: while some semantic
components may be shared, other components are likely to be specific to the
meaning of one term only.
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6. COMPARING ‘HAJI’ AND ‘HAZUKASHII’ WITH THE ENGLISH
‘SHAME’ AND ‘EMBARRASSING’
In her analysis of ‘shame’ and ‘embarrassment’ (as the nominal form of
‘embarrassing’ ), Wierzbicka (1999) has shown that these two concepts represent
two different feelings for an English speaker, highlighting in particular how—
in Wierzbicka’s conception of modern Anglo culture—‘embarrassment’ has
expanded at the expense of ‘shame’.
Wierzbicka has emphasised the difference between the current meaning of
‘shame’ and its meaning in Shakespeare’s time. In Shakespeare’s language,
‘shame’ was similar in meaning to ‘chastity’ and was considered a necessary,
positive value. It also used to be associated with blushing.9 In its current
meaning, by contrast, ‘shame’ always carries a negative connotation
(Wierzbicka 1999, 110–11).
A key component of the meaning of ‘shame’ in contemporary English, as
identified by Wierzbicka, is a person’s concern that people can know some bad
things about him/her, and that because of this people will think something
bad about him/her. The personal bad things can be bad actions or behaviours,
weaknesses or shortcomings, or even something bad about one’s family
origins. This component represents an important difference between the current
and the former meaning of ‘shame’, for which Wierzbicka proposes the additional
semantic component, ‘I don’t want other people to know something bad about me’.
The semantic explication proposed by Wierzbicka for the current meaning of
shame is the following:
X feels shame
X feels something bad because X thinks like this:
“people can know something bad about me
they can’t not think something bad about me because of this
when I think about it, I can’t not think the same”
(adapted from Wierzbicka 1999, 110)

As the explication shows, the English ‘shame’ in its old meaning was more
similar to one aspect of the current Japanese haji, as people’s behaviour appears
to have been constrained by fear of the consequences of public exposure
and the concomitant feeling of humiliation. By contrast, while the current
meaning of ‘shame’ shares some components with the meaning of ‘haji’, its
invariant meaning does not contain a component capturing the idea that the
bad feeling can be transmitted to people in one’s group.10 There are, of course,
contexts in which the feeling of shame is shared with others, but this is not
always the case; therefore, this component cannot be posited for the invariant
meaning of the term.
The difference between the two kinds of preoccupations is an important one.
The component ‘I don’t want other people to know something bad about me’
9 “O shame! where is thy blush?” (Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 4, cited in Wierzbicka 1999, 109).
10 The invariant meaning of a word is the meaning which is valid in all contexts of use.
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does not presuppose that there are some bad things which people can know.
At the same time, the component also captures the idea that an individual’s
actions can be constrained by the fear of people’s negative evaluation. In this
respect, Wierzbicka has suggested that in the old sense, ‘shame’
reflected a social climate in which other people’s view of the individual was
expected to act as a powerful means of control: it was expected that people
wouldn’t do certain things because they wouldn’t want other people to know
and to think bad things about them.
(1999, 111)

According to Wierzbicka, modern English-speaking countries are not social
and cultural environments where people’s negative evaluation of a person
can affect their public behaviour; therefore, in its current sense ‘shame’ is not
about this:
The modern meaning of shame, however, does not reflect a kind of society
where “other people’s” anticipated view of us can be expected to act as a
powerful regulator of our behaviour. In the modern Anglo society—as
reflected in the mirror of semantics—other expectations and other concerns
have come to the fore, as reflected, in particular, in the rise of the concept of
embarrassment in modern English.
(1999, 111)

As for ‘embarrassment’, Wierzbicka has suggested that this is typically
associated either with a breach of social conventions or when unexpected
bad things happen to someone (for example, one’s stomach producing
noises, trousers splitting in public, or being praised in front of other people).
Furthermore, in Wierzbicka’s view one does not have to be the actor of the
action, but can feel something bad when other people break conventions.
Significantly, the same situations are not causes of ‘shame’.
Wierzbicka has also stressed that embarrassment often requires the physical
presence of other people witnessing that something is happening to someone.
To be seen, however, is not always necessary for a person to feel embarrassed.
The most important component of the meaning of ‘embarrassment’ is a
person’s fear that people will think about him/her in a way that this person
does not want to be thought about. This feature is captured by Wierzbicka
with the component ‘I don’t want people to think about me like this’.
The complete explication for ‘embarrassment’ proposed by Wierzbicka is the
following:
X feels embarrassment
X feels something bad because X thinks like this:
“something is happening to me now not because I want it
someone knows it
this someone is thinking about me in one way because of this
I don’t want people to think about me like this”
48
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The idea that people come to know something about a person which could
make them think about this person in a way which he/she does not want
to be thought about is shared with the meaning of hazukashii. However, an
important difference between the two terms lies in the expected way of thinking.
In the case of ‘hazukashii’, it is expected that people will think something bad
about a person; whereas, in the case of ‘embarrassment’, people’s perception
of the person is not expected to be necessarily bad, but simply different from
how one would want to be thought about in that specific situation.
The semantic differences between ‘haji’ and ‘shame’, and between ‘hazukashii’
and ‘embarrassment’ imply (i) that English and Japanese speakers experience
different feelings when using these terms that are translated as equivalents,
and (ii) that Japanese speakers within Japanese society definitely do not feel
‘shame’ or ‘embarrassment’ as these terms are used in typical English speaking
contexts, as neither the sociocultural context nor the value systems from which
the words derive are the same.

7. QUESTIONING THE IDEA OF UNIVERSAL EMOTION CONCEPTIONS
The semantic differences between ‘haji’ and ‘shame’ and between ‘hazukashii’
and ‘embarrassing’ undermine the assumption that these terms can be directly
and exactly translated into English and Japanese. Considering the meanings
of both ‘shame’ and ‘haji’, how could one ever determine which term denotes
the universal emotion, and why would one try? The point is that neither can
be universal because they are both semantically different from their closest
correlate, as this paper tries to show. Currently, there is no evidence of a
worldwide conception of a feeling called ‘shame’ on which people from all
cultures agree exactly.
In a paper by Kimball Romney et al. (1997), the authors tried to prove the
existence of universal emotions comparing precisely English and Japanese. They
tried to measure the semantic structure of various emotion terms in English
and Japanese through a mathematical model, asking native speakers of both
languages to locate various emotion terms on a Euclidean graph. According to
their analysis, the same emotion located in the same place both by an English
and a Japanese speaker would reflect shared cognitive representations of the
semantic structure of a given term, which would prove the universality of
that concept. By contrast, an emotion term located in completely different
places by English and Japanese speakers would reflect a conceptual difference
in these two languages. One emotion term which turned out to be conceived
quite differently according to this study is ‘shame’.
The authors observe that, in comparison with the Japanese word ‘hazukashii’,
the location of the English term ‘shame’ tends more towards the “unpleasant”
side in the graph where other “negative” emotions are located (1997, 5490).
However, they do not clarify what they mean by “unpleasant” or “negative”, and
in what ways ‘shame’ is “more unpleasant” than ‘hazukashii’. They do recognise
that the different locations of this feeling reflect a difference in the meaning
of the words. At the same time, they suggest that, although their Japanese
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participants translated ‘hazukashii’ both as ‘shameful’ and ‘embarrassing’,
the Japanese concept is closer to ‘embarrassing’ than ‘shameful’ (1997, 5490),
which is the hypothesis put forward in the present study, too.
The position taken in this paper endorses the NSM researchers’ opinion that
a comparison between different, culture-specific concepts cannot be based
merely on native speakers’ intuitions (as in the study conducted by Kimball
Romney et al.), both because native speakers are not fully representative of
their culture and because they can be influenced by how they would express a
concept in another language (e.g., English or Japanese). More importantly, the
approach to the present study is that a semantic analysis of a cultural concept,
including emotion terms, cannot be made using the technical jargon of one
particular language (English, and by inference Japanese), but only using
a methodology based on universal concepts like THINK, FEEL, KNOW and
DON’T WANT which allows the capturing of an indigenous perspective and
makes it accessible to linguacultural outsiders.

8. CONCLUSION
The present analysis pinpoints how the terms haji and hazukashii are conceived
by Japanese speakers and identifies the cultural salience of these two emotion
terms in Japanese society. An element which has emerged as both semantically
and culturally central to the meaning of both terms is the apparent pressure
of society on an individual’s behaviour. In both cases, the bad feeling seems
to derive from the fear that one’s actions may be in contrast with social
norms which are context-specific. If this is the case, this will attract people’s
criticism, and produce consequent effects that might include damage to the
actor’s reputation. This element appears to be consistent with what scholars
have identified as a key cultural value in Japan—essentially, the importance of
group consciousness—and its inherent implications, which include a greater
emphasis on shared responsibility.
Another key point made in the discussion is that a clear understanding of
how an emotion is conceived in a linguistic and cultural environment can
lead to an awareness of the specificity of the context and how it influences
that conception, and consequently, to a less homogeneous idea of emotions
themselves. Once again, the semantic differences between emotion terms of
different languages make conceptual differences more evident.
Once semantic differences are identified, I have argued that these must be
explicated using simple and cross-translatable words so that the resulting
explications are recognisable to both speakers of the language being investigated
as well as speakers of the language of investigation. The explications presented
in this paper are directly translatable into Japanese, and therefore can be both
tested against the intuitions of Japanese native speakers and be successfully
used for cross-cultural training.
To conclude, the present study is certainly limited in scope and confirms
the need for further research on such a long-debated topic. What the paper
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has hopefully demonstrated is that the methodology of NSM can serve as an
optimal tool in translation and in cross-cultural training, and can contribute
to the study of the relationship between language and culture.
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APPENDIX
Japanese NSM Primes with English Equivalents, grouped into semantic categories
(Asano-Cavanagh and Farese 2015)
K WATASHI,  ANATA, T DAREKA, 1`!`
NANIKA~MONO~KOTO, -HITO-BITO, 0 KARADA
I, YOU, SOMEONE, SOMETHING~THING, PEOPLE, BODY



L\ SHURUI, X2 BUBUN
KINDS, PARTS

relational substantives

%# KORE~KORERA, 5 ONAJI, / HOKA

%`

substantives

determiners

THIS, THE SAME, OTHER~ELSE

( HITO~ICHI, , FUTA~NI,  `1- IKUTSUKA~NANNINKA,
 SUBETE,  & TAKUSAN, : SUKOSHI
ONE, TWO, SOME, ALL, MUCH~MANY, LITTLE~FEW

quantifiers

O YOI, ? WARUI
GOOD, BAD

evaluators

 OOKII, 9 CHIISAI

8

descriptors

BIG, SMALL

I$ SHIRU, >`M$ OMOU~KANGAERU, `E`C
-TAI~HOSHII-NOZOMU,  `E `C
-TAKUNAI~HOSHIKUNAI~NOZOMANAI, @$ KANJIRU, Q$ MIRU, N

mental predicates

KIKU
KNOW, THINK, WANT, DON’T WANT, FEEL, SEE, HEAR

S IU, SP KOTOBA, D; HONTO
SAY, WORDS, TRUE
$ SURU, U $`U $ OKORU~OKIRU, 4
DO, HAPPEN, MOVE
]

speech
UGOKU

^$'$(DOKOKANI) IRU-ARU, $`$

ARU~IRU, ]T'1^$ (DAREKA-NANIKA) DEARU,

actions, events,
movement
location, existence,
specification

BE (SOMEWHERE), THERE IS, BE (SOMEONE/SOMETHING)

K$ (WATASHI NO) DEARU
(IS) MINE
G

possession

$ IKIRU, F SHINU

life and death

LIVE, DIE

`B`6 ITSU~TOKI~KAI, . IMA, 3 MAE, < ATO, YZ
NAGAI AIDA, JZ MIJIKAI AIDA, # Z SHIBARAKU NO AIDA,
 `(H SUGUNI~ISSHUN
WHEN~TIME, NOW, BEFORE, AFTER, A LONG TIME, A SHORT TIME, FOR SOME
TIME, MOMENT


`A`

 DOKO~TOKORO~DOKOKA,

KOKO, ) UE, *

time

place

SHITA, W TOOI, V CHIKAI, [ MEN, + NAKA, R$ SAWARU
WHERE~PLACE, HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, FAR, NEAR, SIDE, INSIDE, TOUCH

 NAI, 72 TABUN,  $`=$ DEKIRU~ERU/URU, # KARA,
!^_ (MOSHI) -BA
NOT, MAYBE, CAN, BECAUSE, IF


SUGOKU, !`! MOTTO~MO

logical concepts

"`" YO~YONI
LIKE~AS
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intensifier, augmentor

VERY, MORE

similarity
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